[Iron metabolism, overview and recent insights].
The paper is an up to date overview of knowledge on iron metabolism that integrate recent findings in this field. Significant advances were made in understanding the implication of protein factors (transporters, enzymes and regulation factors) in iron metabolism, as well as related genetic abnormalities. The research highlighted the complexity of mechanisms in charge of maintaining equilibrium of Fe in the body. The iron is vital to the life of cells, but its presence in excess is rather toxic. Iron is mostly required for hemoglobin synthesis. It is recycled between reticulo-endothelial macrophages and bone marrow that is the main user of iron. Intestinal absorption is a key step in determining iron capital in the body. Its rate is tightly controlled by several factors that act under influence of signals of unknown nature, which indicate iron needs and storage. The IRP/IRE (iron regulatory protein/iron responsive element) system controls cellular uptake, stores and exportation of iron, and heme synthesis. Mitochondrion is a dynamo of iron metabolism, being vital for heme synthesis and iron sulphur cluster genesis. The recent discovery of several mitochondrial proteins involved in iron metabolism resulted in better understanding mitochondrial iron movement, storage and exchange. Nevertheless, much remains to be known on the role of some actors such as HFE protein, hepcidin, hemojuvelin and transferrin receptor 2, and to determine the nature and mechanisms of signals regulating iron level in the body.